What are VALUES? Values are belief or standards
1. Achievement is a thing done successfully, typically by effort, courage, or
skills.
2. Ambition is an earnest desire for achievement.
3. Appreciation is to value highly.
4. Believe in yourself is having a good self-confidence.
5. Caring is to feel and show concern for others
6. Character is strength and originality in a person’s nature.
7. Civility is to use respectful language and being nice to one another.
8. Class & Grace is simple elegance of movement and thought.
9. Commitment is keeping a pledge or promise.
10.Compliment is a polite expression or praise or respect.
11.Confidence is the feeling that one can rely on themselves.
12.Devotion is love, loyalty, or enthusiasm for a person, activity, or cause.
13.Encouragement is the act of encouraging.
14.Excellence is the quality of being outstanding or extremely good.
15.Friendship is to make and keep a friend through mutual trust.
16.Fitness is the condition of being physically fit and healthy.
17.Giving Back is putting time and energy back into the community.
18.Good Manners is a good way in which a thing is done or happens.
19.Gratitude is being thankful.
20.Hard Work is to use great effort in getting something done.
21.Helping Others is to give aid or support to those in need.
22.Honesty is being completely truthful, upright and just.
23.Honor is to regard with great respect.
24.Hope is a feeling of expectations and desire.
25.Inspiration is being mentally stimulated to do something creative.
26.Ingenuity is the quality of being clever, original and inventive.

27.Kindness is the quality of being friendly, generous and considerate.
28.Listening is to hear something with thoughtful attention.
29.Love is a feeling of warm personal attachment.
30.Leadership is the action of leading a group of people or organization.
31.Learning is the process of gaining knowledge.
32.Live Your Dream is achieving a cherished ambition.
33.Literacy is the ability to read and write.
34.Loyalty is being faithful to commitments.
35.Making a Difference is to make a difference in a positive way.
36.Motivation is the reason one has for behaving a certain way.
37.Optimism is having the most favorable outlook.
38.Opportunity is a chance to do something for someone.
39. Overcoming is to succeed in dealing with a problem or difficulty.
40.Patience is to wait calmly for someone or something even if they are really
late.
41.Practice is a learning method that can lead to perfection.
42.Preparation is the process of making ready for use.
43.Purpose is the quality of being determined to do or achieve something.
44.Respect is to honor and show consideration.
45.Reaching Out is to offer help or assistance.
46.Responsibility is to be accountable for your action.
47.Right Choices is to make the best decision in a situation.
48.Rising Above is to overcome difficult situations, to weather the storms of
life.
49.Sharing is having a portion of something with another or others.
50.Strength is the ability to withstand.
51.Teaching by Example is serving as a desirable model to others.
52.Teamwork is to work in harmony with others in a group.
53.Trust is to believe in and rely on another.
54.Volunteering is to freely offer your time of talents.
55.Vision is the ability to think ahead with imagination or wisdom.

